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Interlingua
The name Interlingua comes from the Latin words inter, meaning "between", and lingua, meaning "tongue" or "language"... thus 

"Interlingua" would mean "between language". 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlingua

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/inter#Latin
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/inter#Latin
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/lingua#Latin
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/lingua#Latin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interlingua


Borrowing from a successful method …

One approach to 
interchange borrows from a 

method that was used to 
great effect in making all 
manner of ebook content 

interoperable across a range 
of mobile devices. 

The OEBPS or Open 
EBook Forum Publication 

Structure was a success in 
interoperability. This 

success lives on as the 
EPUB format. 

(Renear & Golovchinsky, 
2001; Renear & Salo, 2003)  

The OEBPS used an 
intermediary shape, which 

we can call I and this 
intermediary shape (I) is 
what disparate vendors 

transformed their data into. 

Because the intermediary 
shape was known to all and 
allowed any namespaces 

into the structure (with some 
exceptions); the 

transformation from any 
given format into the (I) 

structure respected local 
variation, while providing a 

target for interchange.



Problem: combinatorial explosion of BF Implementations

SVDE to 
Sinopia

OCLC to 
..?

OCLC to 
Sinopia

OCLC to 
SVDE

SVDE to 
OCLC

SVDE to 
…?

Sinopia 
to SVDE

Sinopia 
to OCLC

Sinopia 
to …?



Interlingua: single common interchange shape

Library of 
Congress
(LoC BF)

• SVDE to LoC 
• Sinopia to LoC
• OCLC to LoC
• … to LoC



BF Interlingua: BIBFRAME from Library of Congress

BF Interlingua is the BIBFRAME shape from Library of Congress 

The shape of Library of Congress BIBFRAME in any RDF serialization is the 
target for I -- e.g. may use RDF/XML, or TTL, or JSONLD, or NT.

Caveats:

1. Where appropriate URI namespace of your source ontology is incorporated 
into BF Interlingua -- e.g. SVDE; Sinopia, BFLC; and others.

2. BF Interlingua can include one or all of the following: Work, Instance, and 
Item; add any additional entities found in a published BF ontology from LC.

a. source and target ontology are declared by URI namespace



Benefits of LC BIBFRAME as BF Interlingua, or (I)

1. Crosswalks to and from MARCXML and LC BIBFRAME are well developed and maintained;
2. Local BF Implementations can re-use LC crosswalks when mapping into BF Interlingua
3. Solves an easier problem to dataset interchange
4. Local BF Implementation can map into BF Interlingua and keep any desired local variations in their 

systems
5. BF Interlingua may already be a close match to Local BF Implementation (e.g., SVDE is an 

extension to LoC BIBFRAME)
6. Linked Data Editor Support: Marva uses BIBFRAME from Library of Congress as their target 

BIBFRAME implementation; 
7. Some existing/emergent ILS Support : Alma can store BIBFRAME from Library of Congress in the 

RDF/XML serialization in the emerging BIBFRAME implementation;



Metadata building blocks from a model perspective

Bernhard Haslhofer & Wolfgang Klas. (2010, p7).

OWL: RDF/XML

BIBFRAME.RDF 
ontology

SHACL Rules

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is from the article by Bernhard Haslhofer & Wolfgang Klas. (2010, p7). For our purposes we have OWL that describe ontologies -- this is M3 (according to the W3C standard RDF/XML is mandatory for interchange and that “Interchange (can be written and read by all conformant OWL 2 software)”. https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-owl2-overview-20121211/  In M2 we have an instance on an ontology, the BIBFRAME 2.0 ontology. Our M1 metadata schema can be the rules for defining a shape -- this would be an instance of the ontology…. We can define RDF shapes that would be consistent with the BIBFRAME ontology in M2.

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/1667062.1667064


SHACL derived from BF Ontology

OWL2SH-BF (ttl file)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
See this issue for information on generating the SHACL from the BF Ontology: https://github.com/LD4P/pcc-data-exchange/issues/3, and this helpful page: https://shacl-play.sparna.fr/play/ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17lAzzuWQHk6xpexCXE3ZO4BrChnxbrq6?usp=share_link
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